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1. INTRODUCTION

NICAM3 is the specification for a high quality, stereo capable audio

P.C.M. systera. NICAM3 stands for 'Near-Instantaneously Companded

Audo Multiplex system, mark 3*•

The specification is for a flexible system which can fit into the

international standard digital bearer network. It can also be us.^d

on other types of bearer circuit for outside broadcast and other uses.

Digital companding is used for bit reduction to economise in the

transmission bit rate.

20A8k BITS PER SECOND SYSTEMS

P.C.M. telephone systems are based on a 2048k bits per second

standard. This bit rate allows 30 telephone speech channels plus two

channels for signalling and framing. Each speech channel operates

with 8 bits per sample and an 8kHz sampling rate.

For high quality audio a sampling rate of 32kHz is desirable. This

provides 15kHz audio channels. To obtain a suitable signal-to-

quantising noise ratio, particularly when the system involves

companding, 14 bit encoding is used. Without companding this will

imply a 'channel bit rate' of 32 x 14k bits per second or 448k bits

per second.

In a standard 2048k system there would only be room for about four

channels having a channel bit rate of 448k bits per second. For

economic reasons it is desirable to fit at least six channels into

such a system. If the sampling rate is not to be affected then we

must use companding to maintain the dynamic range while reducing the

number of bits per sample.
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Analogue companding, as used in the 'Sound-In-Sync* system, Is

^ unsuitable for stereo as any tracking errors between the
compressor and expander will cause a disturbing movement of

centre stage sounds. This type of error can be avoided if the

companding is carried out on the digital signal when tracking

errors can be avoided.

If we fit 6 channels into a 2048k bitstream there will be

2048/(6x32) bits per sample per channel or 10 bits. Thus we can

use 10 bits per sample with the 'fractional bits* used for

'housekeeping* and averaged over a number of samples to make

'whole' bits. To achieve this we must compand the signal from 14

to 10 bits per sample.

3. DIGITAL COMPANDING

There are two basic systems of digital companding, 1) is 'Non

linear Quantising', where the quantising levels are more closely

spaced for low level samples than for those at higher levels and

2) is 'Range Coding', where different ranges of bits are sent for

different ranges of signal level.

3.1 Non-linear Quantising

With this system the sample is first quantised linearly to the

full number of bits and then the encoded, signal is processed into

its non-linear form to reduce the number of bits. Those codes

which correspond to small signal levels are sent with the full

number of levels (i.e. with resolution to the full number of

bits) but as the signal rises, so the levels are spaced further

apart. A simple example of how a 5 bit signal can be reduced to 4

bits is given in figure 1.

At the receiving end the reverse process is used.

With this system the quantising noise is low for small signals

but higher for high signal levels.
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Fig.1 Example of non linear quantising

with 5 to 4 bit compression
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nils system Is often called *A-law encoding*. The example given in figure

I shows five segment A-law encoding as the transfer characteristic has

five segments. (One in the middle and two at each end).

To compress the signal from 14 to 10 bits would require a 13 sement A-law

encoding. (One In the middle and six at each end). If the centre segment

segment had a 14 bit resolution the extreme end segments would only have
8 bit resolution. This would mean that larger signals would have 36dB

more quantisation noise than small signals.

Figure 2 shows the transfer characteristic for a 13 segment A-law encoder.
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Fig. 2 14 to 10 bit companding using a

13 segment Ar-law. (Showing positive values only)
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This system has the advantage that the signal Is always sent as

10 bits. Thus the relative signal to noise ratio Is maintained as

quantisation noise goes up and down with the signal. Even on loud

signals the quantisation noise Is 12dB (2 hits) better than with Ar

law companding.

This system does have one big disadvantage. An additional code

must be sent to tell the decoder which range Is In use. As there

are 5 ranges a three bit binary code would be required.

NEAR INSTANTANEOUS COMPANDING

One solution to the problem of sending a 3 bit range code Is to

send one code to cover a block of samples rather than Individual

samples. This has the effect of only adding a fraction of a bit

per sample. All samples In this block must be In the same range.

To ensure that the signal Is not clipped It Is necessary to use

the range of the largest signal In the block.

The NICAM systems use a block of 32 samples. With a sample rate

of 32kH?; this corresponds to a period of l.ras. This may be

considered to be 'nearly Instantaneous' In audio terras.

The process Involves storing the samples In blocks of 32. As they

go Into the store (In lA bit form) their range Is established.

The highest range In the block of 32 Is then chosen. They are

then read out of the store and the appropriate 10 bits, determined

by the chosen range, are sent down the line. (See fig. 4)
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Fig. 4 Range Coder
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One 3 bit range code has to be sent every block of 32 samples. Three

bits are required to provide 5 states. As 3 bits will define 8

states (2^), there are 3 redundant states (see fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Three bit range codes

To reduce this redundancy NICAM3 takes three 32 bit blocks and sends

one code to cover the range codes for the three blocks. Three blocks

have 5 X 5 X 5 » 125 possible combinations of range codes. This can

be covered with a single 7 bit code (2^ » 128) saving two bits in
comparison with three lots of 3 bit codes.

This system will put a delay of 3m8 into the audio but as each block

of 32 samples has its own range (ie a block of 96 samples can have 3

different ranges) then the effective companding time is still only

1ms.

If an error occurs in a range code then a violent disturbance could

occur to the audio output. To avoid this a 4 bit 'Hamming' code is

added to the 7 bit range code to provide error correction.

5. NICAM3 SINGLE-CHANNEL FORMAT

As NICAM3 has been designed to cover a number of different event

ualities it is based on multiples of single channels so that it is

possible to provide a single channel system, or a pair for stereo or \

various multiples up to systems with 24 or more channels.
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The single channel 'Frame* is made up of 96 sampels plus their

attendant housekeeping bits. Rach frame lasts 3 ms..

ciach frame contains the following:

96 X 10 bit samples 960 bits

1 range code + error

protection code 11 bits

1 frame code 7 bits

signalling ^ bits

sample word error protection 32 bits

lOU bits

The 32 bit 'sample word error protection' is used to protect the

5 most significant bits of each sample. As there are 96 samples

and only 32 bits then one bit is used to protect the 5 most

significant bits of each of 3 samples.

The 'bltstream' of the single channel format consists of blocks

of 16 samples Interspersed with groups of 9 housekeeping bits.

The housekeeping bits are scrambled to Improve the error

protection. This is shown in fig. 6.

One frame
1

R1IGnlOBitsR3ISmK) BitsRStSxIOBitsR7KslOBitsR9emlOBitSR11tSMlOBits

PIP2P3PAPSF

P6P7P8P9pyoF

PitP12P13P1APISF

Pi6P17P18P19P20F

P71P22P23P2AP2SF

P26P27P2flP29P30F

P31P32515253F

R2Ki.R6R8RIOSA

The sample bits are shown
OS groups ol 16m 10 bits

FsFroming Bit
P = Somple Parity Bit.
R = Range Code Bit.
S=Si9nolling Bit.

NOTE:

Single channel framing contained m o multilrome - Frame 0 and 1 . Frommg bits are different
lor each frame ailhough their positions in the bitstreom sequence ore identicol.

Fig. 6 Single channel Bitstream
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To speed up the framing up process alternate frames use different
frame codes. The two frame sequence Is called a *multl-frame*•

6. MULTIPLEXING STRUCTURES

6.1 Coder Pairs

The hardware for NICAM3 equipment has been designed with the basic

unit being the 'coder pair*. One stereo pair of channels can then

share the same housekeeping hardware. This takes up one complete 4U

high BMM shelf.

The outputs from a coder pair can take two different forms depending

^ on the output multiplexer used.

These are:-

a) separate outputs from each channel at 338k bits per second plus

one feed of 338kHz clock.

and

b) one output at 2048k bits per second In bursts of pulses to

combine with other coders to make larger systems.

A radio link has been planned to operate with a coder pair. This

will use differential phase shift keyed modulation to convey both

channels on the one carrier.

6.2 2048k bits per second systems

Six channels (3 coder pairs) can be combined to provide a 6 channel

system.

6 X 338k » 2028k

This leaves 20k bits per second for housekeeping. Note well that

this Is In addition to that provided for each Individual channel!

With a 6 channel system the bit rate Is 2048k bits per second and

one frame lasts Iras so that It contains 2048 bits.

A 7 bit framing pattern Is used and again a two frame sequence

assists In a speedy lock up after framing has been lost.

\
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The 20 bits per frame which are available for housekeeping are
used as follows

Frame code 7 bits

Signalling 1 bit

Justification 12.bits

20 bits

'Justification* is a method of multiplexing together a number of
sources which have the same nominal bit rate but which are not

phase locked together. If one coder pair is at a remote point,
say at an outside broadcast, then its clock oscillator will not

be locked to those at the studio centre. If we wish to combine

this O.B. feed directly with other feeds at the studio on a 2048k

system then this could be done using the justificaion bits.

If the O.B. clock is faster than the studio clock there will be

more bits per frame from the O.B. than on the main system. A
maximum clock error of one bit per frame can be accommodated by
using up one of the justification bits. The other three allocated

to that coder pair are used to control the system. If the O.B.

clock is slow then one bit can be removed from a frame in a
similar way.

Although the NICAM3 specification has allowed for justification,
it is not planned to incorporate this facility. An alternative

used to synchronise the bit rates using a shift
register.

With the shift register the bits are clocked In at the incoming
bit rate and out at the main system bit rate. The maximum clock
error which can be accommodated will depend on the length of
shift register used. When the shift register gets too full or too
empty it will look for a gap in the programme, when it will reset
to its centre state. If there is no break in the programme then
it will reset when it is full (or empty). This would cause a
click but as the register will be able to cope with a half hour
programme with maximum clock error this should not cause too much
trouble.
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20A8k. Is a standard system which is equivalent to a 30 channel

telephone PCM system as used by British Telecom. Although 20A8k can

carry 6 NICAM3 channels it need not be equipped with all 6. For
example, it could just carry A channels if this was sufficient. The

remaining time slots would be filled with blank data.

6.3 8AA8k Systems

This is the next step up in the digital hierarchy. Four 20A8k
systems plus the extra housekeeping bits can fit into 8AA8k bits per
second. This would give a maximum capacity of 2A NICAM3 channels.

This system would normally be carried on digital bearer circuts of

the type used for the system X telephone network. If it is necessary

to use the equipment on video circuits then a conversion process is

used to reduce the bit rate to 6336k bits per second. To do this A

bits of the binary coded. 8AA8k bitstream are converted to 3 bits of

the 6336k bitstreara using a three level code (Ternary).

6,A Adding NTCAM3 to the 13 Channel System

As a temporary measure, to increase the capacity of the PCM

distribution system, a 6 channel NICAM3 system will be combined w>.uh

12 channels of the existing 13 channel system. The process Is shown

in fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Adding 6 Channels of NICAM3 to the

existing 13 Channel Syetem to make

one 18 Channel System

This system Is only a temporary measure and In time the 13
channel system wll be replaced by more NICAM3 equipment.

R.L. Kendall/MG/NICAM3

2Ath February 1983
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